
CONTOURS
TIMBER LINING 
BOARDS
Pre Primed Pine

Project: San Remo Ballroom
Architect: SGKS Arch



BEAUTIfUL AND 
RENEwABLE, PORTA 
PRIMED PINE CONTOURS 
TIMBER LINING BOARDS 
CREATE A hIGh-END 
RESULT wIThOUT ThE 
PRICE TAG. 
Made from durable solid timber, Primed Pine 

Contours are ready to paint in a top coat that 

complements your space. There is no need 

to apply an undercoat, just select your paint 

colour and apply.

Contours in Primed Pine are perfect as a 

feature in residential or commercial projects. 

They are suitable for both vertical and 

horizontal applications, effortlessly adding 

richness and depth to the material palette.

ADD ELEGANCE, 
TEXTURE & STYLE 
TO ANY ROOM
IDEAL FOR INTERNAL 
WALL LINING 
APPLICATIONS

Contours are designed for ease of installation 

with a secret fix tongue and groove connection. 

They are fast and easy to install by one person.

Contours in Primed Pine can be fixed directly 

onto prepared plasterboard, timber, steel, brick, 

or masonry wall surfaces. 

To learn more about installing Contours, 
please visit Porta.com.au

Primed Pine Contours are FSC® 

certified. We are committed 

to sourcing timber from 

sustainable and environmentally 

responsible resources.



Inspired by the rolling mountains surrounding 

Ormiston Gorge in the Northern Territory, 

Primed Pine Contours in riverine add natural 

warmth, texture and movement to any room.

RIVERINE LINA7821PIFP

CIRQUE LINB7821PIFP

Inspired by the Blue Lake in the Snowy 

Mountains region of New South Wales, 

Primed Pine Contours in Cirque soften 

strong lines and add richness to the  

material palette. 



Inspired by the valleys between the sandstone 

bluffs and cliffs in Rainbow Valley, Northern 

Territory, Primed Pine Contours in Valley 

envelope a space with gentle movement, 

tactile interest and natural warmth.

STRATA LIND7821PIFP

VALLEY LINK7821PIFP

Project: Sanctuary Display Home
Design/Build: Latitude 37
Porta Contours, Valley

Inspired by crevices across the Macedon 

Ranges in Central Victoria, Primed Pine 

Contours in Strata are enhanced by its 

shadow gap for variation and interest.



STUNNING, TACTILE DESIGNS
Contours in Primed Pine add warmth, character, and texture to any space.

Inspired by the natural Australian landscape, Contours in Primed Pine are available in four 

beautiful designs to create a calming atmosphere or vibrant patterns. Profiles can be used in 

conjunction with any other Contours profile to create a unique design.

Porta Contours are also available in Tasmanian Oak, Clear Pine, and engineered American Oak.

Contours in Primed Pine are suitable for curves down to a 1000mm radius. 

For tighter curves down to a 500mm radius, curved wall beads are available for select profiles.

Size 91x21mm  |  Cover 78mm  |  Length 2.7m

CIRQUE LINB7821PIFPRIVERINE LINA7821PIFP STRATA LIND7821PIFP VALLEY LINK7821PIFP

Project: Nolan House 
Design: Fe Design Interiors 
Build: Lisney Construction
Photography: ESS Creative 
Porta Contours, Valley
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